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Abstract

Background 

Most protist lineages consist of members with diverging features e.g. different modes of
nutrition and adaptations for life in different habitat types and climatic zones. The nutritional
mode is particularly variable in chrysophytes and they are therefore an excellent model
group to study the core genes and metabolic pathways of a functionally diverse lineage.
The objective of our study is the identification of the joint genetic repertoire expressed in
closely related chrysophytes as well as the extent of variation on species and strain level.
Therefore, we investigated the transcriptomes of six strains belonging to four species of
Ochromonadales.  We  performed  analyses  on  metabolic  pathway  level  as  well  as  on
sequence level.

Results 

We  could  identify  1,574  core  genes  shared  between  all  six  investigated  strains  of
Ochromonadales. Most of these core genes were affiliated with the primary metabolism.
Phylogenetic  analysis  of  166  protein-coding  core  genes  supported  a  close  relation  of
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Poteriospumella lacustris and Poterioochromonas malhamensis and resolved for more than
50% of investigated genes the relationship of strains affiliated with the species P. lacustris.
Further,  we  found  diverging  phylogenetic  patterns  for  genes  interacting  with  the
environment.

Conclusions 

In Ochromonadales, a functionally diverse lineage, the core transcriptome represents only
a minor part of the individual transcriptomes. But this small fraction of genes comprises the
basal  metabolism essential  for  life  in several  protist  lineages.  Phylogenetic analyses of
these genes indicate a similar degree of conservation as observed for genes coding for
ribosomal proteins.
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Introduction

Organisms  and  their  genomes  evolved  under  persistently  fluctuating  ecological  and
evolutionary pressures. As a consequence, eukaryotic genomes and their gene content
vary considerably in size ranging from 2,000 to 35,000 genes (Koonin 2003). The gene
repertoire effectively used by the organisms is represented by their  transcriptomes and
usually  it  is  a  subset  of  the  organisms’  gene  inventory  reflecting  the  adaptation  and
acclimatization  to  their  environment  (Cox  et  al.  2012,  Caron  et  al.  2016).  The  core
transcriptome contains many essential genes and pathways of a taxonomic group (Yang et
al. 2016) which is particularly interesting in functionally differentiated groups such as the
chrysophytes  with their  different  modes  of  nutrition  and  adaptations  to  various
environmental factors. Separating genes of the core transcriptome from strain- and taxon-
specific genes provides insights into the functional basis as well as ecological adaptation
and differentiation. At the same time, gene content as well as gene phylogenies will serve
as source for better knowledge of the evolutionary history of the group. Thus, the analysis
of  transcriptomes  is  a  key  to  the  eco-evolutionary  history  of  the  organisms  linking
phylogenetics with functionality.

Previous investigations of core genes aimed at various research topics spanning from the
identification of the minimal gene set necessarily for cellular life (Gibson et al. 2008, Gil et
al.  2004,  Koonin  2003)  and the reconstruction  of  the  evolutionary  history  of  a  lineage
(Bowler et al. 2008, Hsiang and Baillie 2005, Armbrust et al. 2004) to the identification of
group specific core genes as a basis for barcoding approaches (Segata et al. 2012) and for
the identification of novel features within lineages (Bowler et al. 2008). Gil et al. (2004)
reported a minimal gene set necessary for life for bacteria as low as 250 genes and Koonin
(2003) estimated the smallest genomes of free-living organisms to be around 500 genes
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for bacteria and around 2,000 genes for eukaryotes. Based on whole genomes 60 to 80
genes, mostly affiliated with translation, were so far identified as core genes of Eukarya,
i.e. occuring in all lineages of Eukaryotes (Harris et al. 2003, Koonin 2003). Between some
lineages or within one group the number of core genes is higher but varies considerably
between studies. Bowler et al. (2008) and Radakovits et al. (2012) identified between 1,666
and 3,063 genes that were shared between taxa of different supergroups and Hsiang and
Baillie (2005) identified 3,340 genes shared by different fungi. Also the number of genes
reported to be exclusive to one lineage varied (e.g. 17 genes in the study of Hsiang and
Baillie (2005) were not detectable in other lineages, whereas Bowler et al. (2008) reported
around 1,000 diatom specific core genes). However, most above-mentioned studies were
based on genome comparisons. For the active part of the genome, i.e. the transcriptome,
investigations  of  core  genes are  scarce.  Estimates  on  the  core  transcriptome within  a
lineage to date indicate a core set of  at  least 1,400 to 3,000 genes (Koid et  al.  2014,
Beisser et al. 2017, Liu et al. 2016). Here we focus on the comparative transcriptomics of
members of Ochromonadales (Chrysophyceae) aiming at the genetic repertoire essential
for chrysophytes.

Further, we ask the question to what extent do gene phylogenies reflect the history, i.e.
phylogeny, of the organism and to what extent are these pattern concealed by ecological
adaptation.  Recent  studies  (Baldauf  et  al.  2000,  Stoeck  et  al.  2008)  have  shown that
phylogenies of protein-coding genes can deviate from ribosomal gene phylogenies, and
that the inferred phylogenetic position of strains may depend in turn on the choice of the
marker gene. Transcriptome-based and genome-based phylogenies have the potential to
provide a more detailed view as the great variety of protein coding genes may better reveal
the phylogenetic  history.  Some recent  studies from various eukaryotic  lineages already
used transcriptomic data for protein-coding multigene phylogeny (Wickett et al. 2014, Sun
et  al.  2014,  Wang  et  al.  2014,  Deng  et  al.  2015,  Wodniok  et  al.  2011,  Price  and
Bhattacharya 2017). However, most previous studies on chrysophytes (Boenigk et al. 2005,
Grossmann et al. 2016, Andersen et al. 1999, del Campo and Massana 2011, Scoble and
Cavalier-Smith 2014, Škaloud et al. 2013) focused on ribosomal gene phylogenies. Among
the few exceptions are e.g. Stoeck et al. (2008) who used alpa-tubulin, beta-tubulin and
actin for the multigene phylogeny, and Beisser et al. (2017) who used transcriptomes for a
multigene  phylogeny  of  eight  protein-coding  genes  as  well  as  an  alignment-free
phylogenetic  approach  of  whole  transcriptomes.  Both  studies  resulted  in  a  diverging
branching order of taxa compared to those of the ribosomal gene phylogenies (Boenigk et
al. 2005, Grossmann et al. 2016), highlighting the need for in-depth phylogenetic analyses.
Here we analyze the phylogenetic implications of tree topologies for 166 protein-coding
genes based on the core transcriptome of chrysophytes affiliated with Ochromonadales.

We  used  six  strains  affiliated  with  four  species  within  the  order  Ochromonadales
(Chrysophyceae),  i.e. Poteriospumella lacustris (JBC07,  JBM10,  JBNZ41),  Poterio-
ochromonas malhamensis (DS), Spumella vulgaris (199hm) and Pedospumella encystans
(JBMS11), which were part of the overarching transcriptome study of Beisser et al. (2017)
that focused on differences based on the nutritional modes. In contrast to the former study
we  here  focus  on  the  implications  of  gene  phylogenies  and  functional  implications  in
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particular  of  genes  affiliated  with  the  core  transcriptome.  The strains  reflect  the  broad
spectrum  of  characteristic  features  typical  for  Ochromonadales  as  they  originate  from
different habitat types i.e. freshwater and soil,  perform diverging modes of nutrition, i.e.
mixotrophy and heterotrophy, originate from different climatic zones, i.e. arctic to temperate
zones and at least one strain is able to produce cysts. We are interested in what they have
in common, despite the differences mentioned above and aim at analyzing the active core
genes on functional and phylogenetic level.

Material and methods

Cultivation of strains and RNA isolation

We focused on strains affiliated with the order Ochromonadales. For our study we used six
strains  affiliated  with  four  species:  Poteriospumella lacustris,  Poterioochromonas 
malhamensis,  Spumella vulgaris and  Pedospumella encystans.  For  further  information
regarding origin, mode of nutrition and culturing conditions see Table 1. All cultures were
harvested in exponential growth phase via centrifugation at 3,000 g for 5 to 10 minutes at
20°C  and  RNA  isolation  was  performed  under  sterile  conditions  using  TRIzol  (Life
Technologies,  Paisley)  (see  Beisser  et  al.  2017).  Quality  and  quantity  of  RNA  was
assessed using the Nanodrop2000 spectrometer (Thermo Fischer Scientific Inc.) and by
the sequencing provider (Eurofins MWG, Ebersberg, Germany).

Poteriospumella 

lacustris 

Poterioochromonas 

malhamensis 

Spumella 

vulgaris 

Pedospumella 

encystans 

Strain JBC07, JBM10, JBNZ41 DS 199hm JBMS11

18S clade C3 C3 C2 C1

Geographical

origin 

China, Austria, New

Zealand

Austria Arctic Austria

Habitat origin freshwater freshwater freshwater soil

Mode of

nutrition 

heterotroph mixotroph heterotroph heterotroph

Media IB + 3g/l nutrient broth,

soytone & yeast extract

IB + 3g/l nutrient broth,

soytone & yeast extract

IB + bacteria

(Listonella pelagia

PG5)

IB + bacteria

(Listonella pelagia

PG5)

Temperature 15°C 15°C 15°C 15°C

Table 1. 

Overview of species regarding to phylogeny, geographic & habitat origin and mode of nutrition as
well as their cultivation conditions.
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Light:dark-

cycle 

16 : 8 16 : 8 16 : 8 16 : 8

Illumination 75 - 100 µE 75 - 100 µE 75 - 100 µE 75 - 100 µE

Sequencing, assembly and annotation

The transcriptome sequences were generated in an overarching study of 18 chrysophyte
strains, published in Beisser et al. (2017); see methodological details therein. The raw and
assembled  sequences  are  available  at  the  European  Nucleotide  Archive  (ENA)  under
accession  number  PRJEB13662.  Construction  of  cDNA-libraries,  poly-A  selection  and
paired-end  sequencing  on  the  Illumina  HiSeq2000  platform  were  performed  by  a
commercial service (Eurofins MWG, Ebersberg, Germany).

Base quality of raw sequence reads was checked using the FastQC software (v0.10.1;
Andrews 2015) and preprocessed and trimmed by Cutadapt (v1.3; Martin 2011). The de
novo assemblies were carried out using Trinity (release 2013-11-10; Grabherr et al. 2011)
with  default  parameters.  Gene  identification  and  functional  annotation  to  genes  and
pathways were conducted using the similarity search tool RAPsearch2 (v2.15; Zhao et al.
2012) with E-value < 10  against the KEGG database (release 2014-06-23; Kanehisa and
Goto 2000).

Within  the  KEGG  database  genes  are  associated  with  orthologous  groups  and  thus
assigned to KEGG Orthology (KO) identifiers. In the following we use the term gene for the
annotated orthologous gene of the considered transcript.

Comparative analysis of core, shared and exclusive genes

The assigned KO identifiers were used to determine the core transcriptome, constituted by
the intersection of the KO identifier sets between all strains, shared transcripts between
several species and exclusive transcripts of single strains using the R package Vennerable
(3.0; Swinton 2009). The percentage of shared KO identifiers was calculated with regard to
the  smaller  transcriptome.  Furthermore,  we  compared  the  strains  based  on  sequence
similarity of identified orthologous proteins in the six-frame translated transcriptomes using
the software proteinortho (v5.15; Lechner et al. 2011) with default parameters (except a
decreased coverage of 30% between BLAST alignments).

Pathway analysis

Orthologous genes (KOs) assignable to KEGG pathways of the KEGG BRITE functional
hierarchy level A, B and C (Kanehisa and Goto 2000) were considered. The six strains
were  compared  based  on  the  presence-absence  of  orthologous  genes for  these
hierarchical levels and on the completeness of the main reaction steps within pathways
(KEGG modules; Kanehisa et al. 2017).

-5
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Expression analysis

Gene expression counts of all six strains were compared. Therefore, transcript expression
values were obtained with the tool eXpress (v1.3.1; Roberts and Pachter 2013), and gene
(KO) expression was calculated by summing over the effective counts of the transcripts.
Differences  in  sequencing  depth  were  accounted  for  by  Total  Count  normalization.
Hierarchical cluster analysis (Ward) combined with principle coordinate analysis (PCoA)
was performed with the R-package vegan (v2.3-3; Oksanen et al. 2016). For the PCoA the
Sørensen distance (presence-absence) and the Bray-Curtis distance (KO expression) were
used. All figures were created by using vegan or ggplot2 (Wickham 2009) in R.

Phylogenetic analysis

To create sequence alignments the pairwise alignments to KEGG gene sequences were
used  as  a  reference.  All  transcripts  aligning  to  the  same gene  were  truncated  to  the
minimum overlapping region of at least 100bp and combined in a fasta file. The sequence
alignments were constructed with the MAFFT software (7.164b; Katoh and Standley 2013)
and manually checked and edited with GeneDoc (v2; Nicholas and Nicholas 1997). Only
transcripts that  were found in all  six strains were considered for  phylogenetic analyses
which were performed in R with the package phangorn (v1.99-12; Schliep 2011). A model
test was used to find the best substitution model, then maximum-likelihood and bootstrap
analyses were calculated. All resulting phylogenetic trees were visualized with TreeGraph2
(Stöver and Müller 2010).

Data resources

European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under accession number PRJEB13662

Results

General aspects - Transcriptome sizes and functional assignment

Sequencing of the chrysophyte strains resulted in 13.8 to 19.4 million read pairs, which
were  assembled  into  24,783  to  58,003  transcripts  (Table  2).  The  high  quality  of  the
assemblies  is  reflected  by  a  high  percentage  of  reads  that  were  remappable  to  the
assembled transcripts (92.8% on average) and an average N50 value, characterizing the
contig length, of 1,190 nucleotides.

Estimates based on the number of Trinity components yielded a maximum of 20,441 to
38,883  genes.  The  transcriptomes  of  the  three  strains  of  Poteriospumella lacustris
displayed a similar number of estimated genes (20,441 to 21,629 Trinity components) and
similar functional annotations despite diverging sequencing depths. This finding and the
completeness of several KEGG modules (main reaction steps in KEGG pathways), e.g.
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glycolysis, citrate cycle, oxidative phosphorylation and nucleotide biosynthesis, denoted a
sufficient sequencing depth in all samples.

P. lacustris

(JBC07) 

P. lacustris

(JBM10) 

P. lacustris

(JBNZ41) 

P. 

malhamensis

(DS) 

S. vulgaris

(199hm) 

P. encystans

(JBMS11) 

No. read pairs

(million) 

13.8 19.4 15.8 18.8 13.9 14.2

Reads after quality

control (%) 

92.5 91.7 92.4 94.3 92.4 93

No. transcripts 24,783 26,330 27,754 39,537 58,003 40,532

N50 1,155 1,246 1,275 1,405 983 1,077

Remapped reads (%) 97.3 97 91.6 95.1 89.5 86.1

Estimated no. of

protein-coding

genes 

20,441 20,515 21,629 30,189 38,883 28,497

No. KEGG hits (E-

value < 10 ) 

6,619 6,784 7,025 9,556 10,711 9,893

No. unique KEGG

orthologs 

2,248 2,265 2,265 2,620 2,694 2,652

No. KEGG orthologs

assignable to

pathways 

1,367 1,389 1,378 1,599 1,635 1,591

No. assigned KEGG

pathways 

243 246 244 247 259 257

Between 45.2% and 56.7% of all predicted genes (Trinity components) could be assigned
to a gene in the KEGG database. The removal of redundant hits resulted in 2,249 to 2,695
unique KEGG orthologous genes of which 1,367 to 1,635 could be assigned to 243 to 259
pathways (Table 2). The identified genes showed a similar distribution to the five KEGG
categories among all six strains (Fig. 1A). Approximately 38% of the genes matched the
KEGG category “Metabolism”, 24% “Genetic Information Processing”, 10% “Environmental
Information Processing”, 11% “Cellular Processes” and 18% “Organismal Systems”.

-5

Table 2. 

Overview  statistics  of  Poteriospumella lacustris (JBC07,  JBM10,  JBNZ41),  Poterioochromonas 
malhamensis (DS), Spumella vulgaris (199hm) and Pedospumella encystans (JBMS11) including
transcriptome size, assembly quality and annotation.
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Comparison of strains

A PCoA based on presence-absence data of KOs clearly separated all species (Fig. 2A),
whereas the PCoA based on gene expression data placed Spumella vulgaris closer to
Pedospumella encystans (Fig. 2B). All three strains of Poteriospumella lacustris clustered
together supporting their affiliation with the same species. Within the P. lacustris cluster
relatively small differences were identified compared to the other species. The relationship
between the three strains differed slightly between the analysis of presence-absence data
and of the relative read abundance (i.e. expression level): PCoA based on the expression
level indicated a closer relationship between the strains JBC07 and JBM10, whereas PCoA

 
Figure 1. 

Functional  assignment  of  non-redundant  KEGG  orthologous  genes  of  Poteriospumella 
lacustris (JBC07, JBM10, JBNZ41), Poterioochromonas malhamensis (DS), Spumella vulgaris
(199hm)  and  Pedospumella encystans (JBMS11)  to  31  pathway  groups  of  the  KEGG
categories  “Metabolism”,  “Genetic  Information  Processing”  (GenInfoPro),  “Environmental
Information Processing” (EnvInfoPro), “Cellular Processes” and “Organismal Systems”. A All
functional hits per pathway group and strain were summarized for the whole transcriptomes,
for the core transcriptome of all six strains and for the shared and exclusive genes. B The
percentage proportion of  genes per pathway group and strain was calculated for the core
genes and the shared and exclusive genes.
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based on presence-absence data did not indicate a closer intraspecific relation of these
strains. Naturally, the presence-absence data varies less than the gene expression data
and small differences in expression due to culturing conditions and cellular states cannot
be totally excluded. We tried to oppose these effects by applying comparable conditions
and extracting the RNA at the exponentially growth phase for all cultures.

Genes that were responsible for the grouping of strains were present in several but not in
all  species  (around  800  genes)  or  exclusive  to  one  species  (181  to  307  genes).
Poteriospumella lacustris had  the  lowest  number  and  Spumella vulgaris the  highest
number of exclusive genes. Most of these partly shared and exclusive genes were affiliated
with  “Signal  transduction”,  “Amino  acid  metabolism”,  “Cell  growth  and  death”,
“Carbohydrate metabolism”, “Energy metabolism” and “Replication & repair” (Fig. 1A).

The pairwise comparison showed that the percentage of shared KEGG orthologous genes
(Fig.  3)  between  the  transcriptomes  of  different  species  ranged  from  78%  (for
Pedospumella,  Spumella and  Poterioochromonas)  to  88% (for  Poterioochromonas and
Poteriospumella), reflecting the close relationship of the latter two taxa. The intraspecific
variation was smaller, i.e. the transcriptomes of the three investigated strains of P. lacustris
shared 92% to 93% of their genes. The shared transcriptome of this species comprised
2,004 genes.

Sequence  comparisons  based  on  all  transcripts  (instead  of  the  annotated  ones  only)
revealed that the majority of transcripts was exclusive to one strain. However, the strains of
Poteriospumella lacustris shared approximately 50% of their  transcripts with each other
also indicating their close relation. The number of core transcripts was comparable to those
of the annotated part.

 
Figure 2. 

PCoA based on all identified KEGG orthologous genes of Poteriospumella lacustris (JBC07,
JBM10,  JBNZ41),  Poterioochromonas malhamensis (DS),  Spumella vulgaris (199hm)  and
Pedospumella encystans (JBMS11).  A PCoA  based  on  the  presence-absence  of  the
respective genes. B PCoA based on the relative expression level of the respective genes.
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Core transcriptome

The  core  transcriptome  derived  from  the  annotated  part  of  the  transcriptomes  of  the
investigated strains of  Ochromonadales comprised 1,574 KEGG orthologous genes.  Of
these, we were able to assign 1,017 to one or more KEGG pathways (Fig. 1A). Thus 65%
of all orthologous genes of the core transcriptome of the six strains could be assigned to
KEGG pathways.

The  core  transcriptome  comprised  a  large  number  of  genes  involved  in  basic  cell
metabolism:  Roughly  38%  of  the  genes  of  the  core  transcriptome  were  assigned  to
“Metabolism” and 27% of the genes were assigned to “Genetic Information Processing”
(Fig. 1A). Particularly genes affiliated with ribosome and ribosome biogenesis and RNA
transport  within  “Translation”,  spliceosome  within  “Transcription”  as  well  as  RNA
degradation, protein processing and proteasome within “Folding, sorting and degradation”
were almost exclusively found in the core transcriptome. Similarly, pathways of the “Lipid
metabolism”, especially steroid biosynthesis, fatty acid degradation and elongation as well
as  sphingolipid  metabolism and glycerophospholipid  metabolism were  part  of  the  core

 
Figure 3. 

Pairwise comparison of the proportion of shared KEGG orthologous genes of Poteriospumella 
lacustris (JBC07, JBM10, JBNZ41), Poterioochromonas malhamensis (DS), Spumella vulgaris
(199hm)  and Pedospumella encystans (JBMS11).  The values  in  each matrix  element  are
provided as the percentage of shared KEGG orthologous genes in relation to the number of
KEGG orthologous genes in the smaller transcriptome. The absolute number of shared KEGG
orthologous genes is given in brackets.
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transcriptome.  Apart  from that,  the  following  pathways  were  characteristic  for  the  core
transcriptome although several genes were found in the shared and exclusive parts of the
transcriptomes: The “Carbohydrate metabolism” e.g. glycolysis and citrate cycle, the main
reaction  ways  of  the  purine  and  pyrimidine  metabolism,  pathways  of  the  “Energy
metabolism”  e.g.  oxidative  phosphorylation,  various  pathways  in  the  “Amino  acid
metabolism” e.g. valine, leucine & isoleucine degradation, the main reaction ways of DNA
replication, mismatch repair and nucleotide excision repair as well as various pathways of
“Signal transduction” (Fig. 1B). In contrast, genes participating in “Cell motility” as well as
“Membrane transport” were scarce in the core transcriptome and more characteristic for the
shared and exclusive parts of transcriptomes (Fig. 1B).

Genes of the core transcriptome that were highly expressed in all strains were affiliated
with the KEGG category “Genetic Information Processing” coding for various ribosomal
proteins of the large and small subunit of ribosomes and the elongation factor affiliated with
RNA transport. But also genes like ubiquitin c, heat shock proteins, calmodulin and solute
carrier  proteins  affiliated  with  various  signaling  pathways  as  well  as  the  F-type  H -
transporting ATPase affiliated with the oxidative phosphorylation were highly expressed.

Phylogenetic inference

Phylogenetic analyses were performed for 166 orthologous genes (Suppl. material 1) of the
core transcriptome. The alignment length was between 120 and 1,431 nucleotides. We
identified four main topologies to which 144 genes could be assigned,  in the following
denoted as topology A-D with decreasing frequency.  They all  had in  common that  the
strains of Poteriospumella lacustris always clustered together. The phylogenetic position of
Poterioochromonas malhamensis differed  depending  on  the  analyzed  gene,  i.e.  the
topologies mainly differed in the position of Poterioochromonas malhamensis:

In  topology  A  (Fig.  4A)  obtained  for  76  investigated  genes,  Poterioochromonas 
malhamensis separates  Poteriospumella lacustris from  a  clade  formed  by  Spumella 
vulgaris and  Pedospumella encystans.  In  topology  B  (Fig.  4B)  obtained for  36  genes,
Poterioochromonas malhamensis form a clade with Spumella vulgaris and is separated by
Pedospumella encystans from Poteriospumella lacustris.  In  topology C obtained for  19
genes (Fig. 4C), Poterioochromonas malhamensis branch within Poteriospumella lacustris
whereas Spumella vulgaris and Pedospumella encystans form another clade. In topology D
obtained  for  13  genes  (Fig.  4D),  Poterioochromonas malhamensis and  Pedospumella 
encystans group together and Spumella vulgaris separates this clade from Poteriospumella
lacustris. For several of these genes, a second transcript variant (with sequence variation
in several positions) is present for Poterioochromonas malhamensis which always clustered
with Poteriospumella lacustris, i.e. for 26 genes of topology A, for 14 genes of topology B
and for one gene of topology D. In other strains we also identified transcript variants for
some genes. Sequence deviation of these variants was small and therefore did not affect
tree topology. Only for a very few genes (which were always affiliated with very different
tree topologies not depicted in Fig. 4) variants deviated more strongly.

+
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The  phylogenetic  relation  between  the  three  strains  of  Poteriospumella lacustris was
resolved by approximately  58% of  the investigated genes;  approximately  53% of  these
indicated  the  closest  relationship  between  the  strains  JBC07  and  JBNZ41.  Further,
approximately 36% of these genes indicated a close relationship between strain JBM10
and Poterioochromonas malhamensis.

 
Figure 4. 

Main topologies (unrooted phylogenetic trees; values at the nodes indicate statistical support
>50% estimated by maximum likelihood method with 1,000 replicates)  of  166 investigated
KEGG  orthologous  genes  of  the  core  transcriptome  of  Poteriospumella lacustris (JBC07,
JBM10,  JBNZ41),  Poterioochromonas malhamensis (DS),  Spumella vulgaris (199hm)  and
Pedospumella encystans (JBMS11). For each topology one gene is exemplarily illustrated. A
most frequent tree topology (obtained for 76 genes), B second most frequent tree topology
(obtained for 36 genes), C third most frequent tree topology (obtained for 19 genes), and D
fourth most frequent tree topology (obtained for 13 genes).
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The  affiliation  to  a  distinct  pathway  is  known  for  117  of  the  genes  included  in  the
phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 5). These genes belonged mainly to “Metabolism” and “Genetic
Information Processing”, whereby especially “Translation” is represented by many genes
that  followed the topology A.  Genes that  did not  fit  to  any of  the previously described
topologies  are  mainly  assigned  to  signaling  pathways  of  “Environmental  Information
Processing”.

Discussion

The chrysophyte core transcriptome – the essential minority

The  comparative  transcriptomic  approach  allowed  insights  into  the  genetic  repertoire
transcribed  by  Ochromonadales  showing  that  the  transcriptomes  differed  considerably
between  strains.  Between  20,441  and  38,883  estimated  protein  coding  genes  were
identified.  This  is  in  the  lower  and  mid-range  of  previously  reported  values  for  gene
estimates based on transcriptomes (Koid et al. 2014: 26,000 - 46,000, prymnesiophytes
(Haptophyta);  Di Dato et al.  2015: 18,000 - 20,000, diatoms (Stramenopiles);  Liu et al.
2016:  24,000  -  27,000,  chrysophytes  (Stramenopiles);  Herraiz  et  al.  2016  :  75,000,
Solanum sp. (Embryophyta); Lin et al. 2014: 36,000 - 40,000, Spalacidae (Eumetazoa))
whereby  genome based  studies  of  related  lineages  e.g.  diatoms  (Bowler  et  al.  2008;
10,402  genes  P. tricornutum,  11,776  genes  T. pseudonana)  or  eustigmatophytes
(Radakovits et al. 2012; 8,892 genes) indicate that estimates for the predicted genes are
possibly overestimated in transcriptome-based studies. In our study 1,574 of all estimated

 
Figure 5. 

Functional assignment of core genes used for phylogeny analyses of Poteriospumella lacustris
(JBC07, JBM10, JBNZ41), Poterioochromonas malhamensis (DS), Spumella vulgaris (199hm)
and Pedospumella encystans (JBMS11). The KEGG category “Organismal Systems” was not
illustrated as no core genes were affiliated to this category.
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genes  were  shared  by  all  strains,  i.e.  represent  the  core  transcriptome,  whereas  the
majority of genes was specific to a single or only a few strains. This seems low but is
similar in size to core transcriptomes reported for prymnesiophytes (Koid et al. 2014: 1,433
core genes) and diatoms (Di Dato et al. 2015: 1,370 core genes); all these estimates are
based on functionally assignable genes. Sequence based methods for the identification of
core genes are independent from the necessity of functional assignment and resulted in
previous studies in approximately 3,000 core genes (Liu et al. 2016, Koid et al. 2014). In
our study we also tested such a sequence based method but in contrast to the results of
Liu et al. (2016) and Koid et al. (2014) we could not identify a higher number of core genes.
Genome based studies of related lineages also range from 1,666 to 3,063 core genes
(Bowler  et  al.  2008,  Radakovits  et  al.  2012).  These  studies  focused  on  a  broader
taxonomic  group,  so  that  the  number  of  core  genes within  one lineage is  presumably
higher. A lower number of core genes detectable in transcriptomes compared to genomes
might be due to the fact that not all genes are expressed (Dong and Chen 2013).

The majority of genes could not be affiliated with a distinct function. Koid et al.  (2014)
already pointed out that genes which are not part of the basal metabolism or more specific
to  distinct  taxonomic  groups  often  cannot  be  identified  with  respect  to  their  function.
Further, Fuhrman (2009) assumed that amongst the non-core genes with unknown function
are those genes that are responsible for niche adaption.

Accordingly,  roughly  65%  of  the  identified  orthologous  genes  are  part  of  the  core
transcriptome in our study. A significant fraction of these core genes, was affiliated with the
primary  metabolism,  reflecting  the  general  importance  of  these  metabolic  pathways
irrespective of phylogeny, nutritional mode and origin. They were affiliated with metabolic
pathways  including  translation  and  ribosomal  biogenesis,  transcription  and  protein
processing  as  well  as  with  pathways  affiliated  with  “Carbohydrate  metabolism”,  “Lipid
metabolism”, “Nucleotide metabolism”, “Amino acid metabolism” and “Signal transduction”.
This corresponds well with transcriptomic studies of other taxa which revealed a similar
number  and  affiliation  of  genes  of  the  core  transcriptome  with  metabolic  pathways
(prymnesiophytes 1,433 core genes: Koid et al. 2014; diatoms 1,370 core genes: Di Dato
et al. 2015). This proves the general importance of these pathways for taxa affiliated with
various  groups  of  Eukaryota.  Further,  a  core  set  of  around  1,400  genes  can  thus  be
considered to reflect the basic “active” genetic repertoire of various protist lineages. This is
in accordance with estimates of Koonin (2003) reporting that the smallest genome of free-
living organisms presumably comprise around 2,000 genes for eukaryotes.

Gene function interferes with phylogenetic signals in tree topologies

We calculated alignment-based phylogenetic trees of the six investigated strains for 166
core genes. The analyses resulted in four different tree topologies. The most frequent and
the third frequent topology confirmed the close relation of Poterioochromonas malhamensis
and Poteriospumella lacustris inferred from SSU rRNA gene sequences (both species are
members of the C3-clade: Boenigk et al. 2005, Grossmann et al. 2016). This result may
have been expected for genes coding for ribosomal proteins as these genes have slow
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evolutionary  rates  (e.g.  Drummond  et  al.  2005).  But  several  genes  that  follow  this
phylogenetic  pattern  were  affiliated  with  functional  genes  within  the  KEGG  category
metabolism.  This  indicates  a  similar  evolutionary  pressure  (and  potentially  extend  of
conservation) of these genes compared to those coding for ribosomal proteins. It is striking
that phylogenies deviating from the main topologies often have several transcript variants
and  are  particularly  frequent  in  genes  coding  for  proteins  which  interact  with  the
environment. It  seems likely that such proteins respond more strongly to environmental
selection pressures and therefore deviate from the pattern observed for ribosomal genes
and genes affiliated with the primary metabolism.

Furthermore,  our  analyses  helped  to  resolve  the  relationship  between  closely  related
strains affiliated with one species. More than 50% of the investigated protein-coding genes
showed sequence variations between the three strains JBC07, JBM10 and JBNZ41, which
all belong to the species Poteriospumella lacustris. Earlier studies of these strains based
on a multigene phylogeny of the protein-coding genes alpha-tubulin, beta-tubulin and actin
(Stoeck et al. 2008), indicated a close relationship between the Chinese strain JBC07 and
the New Zealand strain JBNZ41. The same result was obtained with our transcriptome-
wide analysis of multiple gene tree-topologies. This relationship seems sensible given the
geographic origins of the different strains. In contrast, an alignment-free approach (Beisser
et  al.  2017)  and  a  multi  gene  phylogeny  based  on  protein-coding  genes  and  rDNA
fragments (Stoeck et al. 2008) suggested a closer relationship between the strains from
China (JBC07) and Austria (JBM10). This latter grouping of strains was reflected by PCoA
of gene expression levels in our study. It has been shown by Drummond et al. (2005) that
highly expressed genes evolve more slowly regardless of their function but rather due to
the cost of protein misfolding. Whole transcriptome-based phylogenies include more genes
with a low expression level, in contrast to single gene phylogenies that are mostly base on
highly  expressed  but  more  conserved  genes  and  therefore  might  display  a  diverging
phylogeny.  Genotype-environment  interactions  that  affect  fitness  may  thus  result  in
diverging phylogenies for genes with higher evolutionary rates.

Conclusions

The  present  study  reveals  the  interplay  of  functionality  and  phylogeny  of  the  core
transcriptome of Ochromonadales. We could demonstrate that the core transcriptome of
Ochromonadales  with  its  1,574  genes  represents  only  a  small  proportion  of  the
transcriptomes  but  it  comprises  the  genes  affiliated  with  the  primary  metabolism.  We
assume that roughly 1,400 genes represent the basic “active” genetic repertoire of various
protist lineages. Furthermore, we performed phylogenetic analyses of 166 protein-coding
core genes.  Most  of  the investigated genes coding for  ribosomal  genes or  metabolism
confirmed  the  close  relation  of  Poterioochromonas malhamensis and  Poteriospumella 
lacustris known from SSU rRNA gene phylogenies. Genes interacting with the environment
largely  show  diverging  phylogenetic  patterns  presumably  due  to  a  stronger  impact  of
ecological selection pressures. Furthermore, we demonstrated the strength of comparative
transcriptomics for the analysis of intraspecific and interspecific variation. Both, orthologous
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gene  content  analysis  (PCoA)  and  phylogenetic  analyses  for  several  genes  lead  to
congruent results of the relationship of Ochromonadales supporting the robustness of our
results.
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